
turn/swing armpartsheadrest seat height metal colour contrasting threadcasual

Cover: Z69/50 cognac, SB armpart

[norway:tjoore]
Offers flexibility and functionality at the same time.

This chair is a highlight in each room due to its quilted 

seat and back. At first sight you will not notice something 

special – but once you sit down you will discover the 

integrated turn around and swinging functions which 

gives you a perfect comfort feeling. Choose from different 

armpart designs and seat heights.

www.schillig.com
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Armchairs Ottomans & accessories

Armpart designs

MSDW

individual armchair small 
with turn-tilt function

66/88/104/44

MMDW

individual armchair 
medium with turn-tilt 
function

71/90/108/44

MLDW

individual armchair large 
with turn-tilt function

71/92/112/44

G

individual ottoman without 
swivel function

56/46/43/0

U90

bolster

40/6/18/0

SF

4-spoke metal leg, nickel 
glazed 
steel for surcharge for ind. 
armc.

/0

HF

4-spoke metal leg, nickel 
glazed 
steel for surcharge for ind.
ottom.

SX

5-spoke-metal-leg
no surcharge
for ind. armc.

HX

5-spoke-metal-leg
no surcharge
for ind.ottom.

SA

armp. A
no surcharge
NO OVERMEASURE
8/63/33/0

SB

armp. B
no surcharge
OVERMEASURE 3 cm
11/63/33/0

SC

armpart C
no surcharge
OVERMEASURE 3 cm
11/60/33/0

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.  
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in 
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons, 
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with 
simple seams.
Armpart designs: 
SA - pointed, width ca. 8 cm 
SB - cubic, width ca. 11 cm (overmeasure + ca. 3 cm) 
SC - angled, width ca. 11 cm (overmeasure + ca. 3 cm)
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions 
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions 
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height. 
The measures refer to the armpart SA. The dimensions 
are taken from the lowest seat height. The leg F 1D is 
wider than the chair (depending on the position). The 
lever at the side of the chair (for releasing the function) 
is about 4.5 cm wider than the chair (using armpart SA).
Seat and back cushions fixed by zipper: 
Due to the seat and back cushions fixed by a zipper the 
measures may vary. Measures were taken with oriented 
seat and back cushions.
Seat depth: approx. 47 cm
Seat height: ca. 44 cm/46 cm/48 cm
The ottoman has a seath height of approx. 43 cm / 46 cm 
and a slight incline in the seat. The heights of the seat edges 
are approx. 43 cm/ 40 cm and 46 cm/ 43 cm.
Total depth with function:
M SDW: ca. 112 cm 
M MDW: ca. 118 cm 
M LDW: ca. 124 cm
Information on the upholstery structure: 

Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester 
fibres and foam rods have been used in the seat and back. 
This can lead to depression of the individual chambers, 
which is a typical product characteristic.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather and fabric colours, this model can be 
supplied with a contrasting coloured thread, at no 
surcharge. The colours as given can be found on the main 
sheet of each leather quality in the fabric/leather wagon. 
Please always specify the contrasting thread number or 
tonal colours will be supplied.
Especially loose-fitting upholstery: 
The upholstery of this model has intentionally been made 
especially loose to create a certain visual effect. The 
especially loose-fitting upholstery is characterized by an 
extremely soft surface. When being delivered, the cover 
shows a distinctive wave formation, which design- and 
constructionwise is being desired and can get more by 
usage. It is not a quality defect but a model-specific 
characteristic.
Load-bearing capacity: 
A maximum load-bearing capacity of this armchair up to 
120 kg is guaranteed.

• Cover

• Armpart design

• Leg design

• Seat height 44/46/48 cm

• Metal colour for legs

• Pillows

• Contrasting thread

• Ottomans (two heights only)

Different 
armparts 
This model is 

available in 

different 

armpart 

designs. See 

order 

information.

Turn-til 
function
The MDW 

armchair is 

equipped with 

a turn-tilt 

function. The 

function can 

be fixed in every position with the side 

lever.

Flexible 
headrest
The items are 

equipped with 

a flexible 

headrest with 

notch function 

as standard.

Lean back 
comfortably
The comfor-

table bolster 

can simply be 

hung over the 

head part of 

the back 

support.

Leg and seat 
heights
The model is 

available in 

different seat 

and back 

heights 

according to 

the three different leg heights. The leg 

design has to be indicated.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure
1. Frame – metal tube construction, foamed, 

armpart – shaped wood structure

2. Seat suspension by foamed seat straps

3. Seat upholstery structure of cold foam and high quality mix of 

polyester fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes

4. Back suspension with permanently elastic wave springs, 

covered with foam

5. Back upholstery structure with high quality mix of polyester 

fibres and foam rods, filled in boxes

Legs

5-spoke base diff. 
metal col.

F 99

4-spoke leg, 
surcharge

F 1D

Legs for ottomans: 
The leg implementations for the ottomans are smaller than the legs for 
the armachair legs. The ottomans are available in two heights, only.
Leg designs in 3 heights: 
The legs are available in three heights, therefore the 3 possible seat 
heights result - ca. 44 cm/ ca. 46 cm/ ca. 48 cm. 
seat height 1 - ca. 44 cm 
seat height 2 - ca. 46 cm 
seat height 3 - ca. 48 cm 
Following leg designs are available: 
F 99 - 5-spoke leg (item no. SX - for armchair; item no. HX - for ottoman), 
available in different metal colours 
F 1D - 4-spoke-leg, nickel-satined, for surcharge(item no.. SF - for 
armchair; item no. HF - for ottoman).
Please note! The ottomans are fixed and not turnable!
Metal colours: 
The 5-spoke leg F 99 is available in different metal colours. Please 
indicate the colour when ordering.
Powder-coated: 

The colours M21 silver, M56 bronze and M99 black are powder-coated.

Available metal colours

high-gloss chr.

M20

silver

M21

bronze

M56

black

M99
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Upholstered furniture made with passion.
Your model is the product of German design and engineering. Family firm W.SCHILLIG has more than 70 years’ 

experience of technical skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive design and know-how from Germany. The result is 

upholstered furniture that guarantees first class comfort and attention to detail. We keep sustainability and pro-

tection of resources in mind when choosing the materials we use.

www.schillig.com
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The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the 
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous 
piece of furniture of reliably high quality and with 
an attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemein-
schaft Möbel makes sure of this with numerous 
tests. Inspections also safeguard the testing 
system.

Created 14. 10. 2020

The highest European accolade for 
systematic, in-house, environmental 
management. Improvement of 
environmental protection services.
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Cover: Z69/36 camouflage, SC armpart


